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Abstract
In this paper we consider the discrete one-dimensional Schro¨dinger operator with quasi-
periodic potential vn ¼ lvðx þ noÞ: We assume that the frequency o satisﬁes a strong
Diophantine condition and that the function v belongs to a Gevrey class, and it satisﬁes a
transversality condition. Under these assumptions we prove—in the perturbative regime—that
for large disorder l and for most frequencies o the operator satisﬁes Anderson localization.
Moreover, we show that the associated Lyapunov exponent is positive for all energies, and
that the Lyapunov exponent and the integrated density of states are continuous functions with
a certain modulus of continuity. We also prove a partial nonperturbative result assuming that
the function v belongs to some particular Gevrey classes.
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1. Introduction and statements
The discrete one-dimensional Schro¨dinger operator with quasi-periodic potential
is the selfadjoint, bounded operator HðxÞ ¼ Ho;lðxÞ on l2ðZÞ deﬁned by
Ho;lðxÞ :¼ Dþ lvðx þ noÞdn;n0 ; ð1:1Þ
where D is the discrete (lattice) Laplacian on l2ðZÞ:
ðDuÞn :¼ unþ1 þ un1  2un: ð1:2Þ
In (1.1), v is a real-valued function on T ¼ R=2pZ; that is, a real-valued 2p-periodic
function on R; x is a parameter on T; o is an irrational frequency and l is a real
number called the disorder of the system.
We may assume the following on the data:
* (Strong) Diophantine condition on the frequency : oADCkCT for some k40:
That is,
distðko; 2pZÞ ¼: jjkojj4k  1jkjðlogð1þ jkjÞÞ3 8 kAZ\f0g ð1:3Þ
Notice that mes½T\DCktk:
* Gevrey-class regularity on the function: v is a smooth function which belongs to a
Gevrey class GsðTÞ for some s41: That is,
sup
xAT
j@mvðxÞjpMKmðm!Þs 8 mX0 ð1:4Þ
for some constants M; K40:
This condition is equivalent (see [Ka, Chapter V.2]) to the following
exponential-type decay of the Fourier coefﬁcients of v:
jvˆðkÞjpMerjkj1=s 8 kAZ ð1:5Þ
for some constants M; r40; where
vðxÞ ¼
X
kAZ
vˆðkÞeikx ð1:6Þ
We will use (1.5) instead of (1.4).
* Transversality condition on the function: v is not ﬂat at any point. That is:
8 xAT ( mX1 so that @mvðxÞa0: ð1:7Þ
Notice from (1.4) or (1.5) with s ¼ 1 that the Gevrey class G1ðTÞ is the
class of analytic functions on T: The transversality condition (1.7) on a function
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in this class, simply means that the function is nonconstant. Therefore,
the Schro¨dinger operator with a potential given by a function which satisﬁes the
Gevrey class regularity condition (1.4) and the transversality condition (1.7)
is a natural generalization of the nonconstant analytic case considered
in [B,BG,GS].
Notice also that s1os2 ) Gs1ðTÞCGs2ðTÞ; so the greater the order of the Gevrey
class is, the larger the class becomes.
Let us recall the following deﬁnitions (see also [B]):
Deﬁnition 1.1. We say that an operator satisﬁes Anderson localization if it has pure
point spectrum with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions.
Deﬁnition 1.2. Consider the Schro¨dinger equation:
Ho;lðxÞu ¼ Eu
for u ¼ ½uðnÞnAZCR: Then
uðN þ 1Þ
uðNÞ
 
¼ MNðEÞ
uð1Þ
uð0Þ
 
;
where
MNðEÞ ¼ MNðx;o; l; EÞ :¼
Y1
j¼N
lvðx þ joÞ  E 1
1 0
 
is called the transfer (or fundamental) matrix of (1.1).
Deﬁne further
LNðEÞ ¼ LNðE;o; lÞ :¼
Z
1
N
logjjMNðx; EÞjj dx
and
LðEÞ :¼ lim
N-N
LNðEÞ
LðEÞ is called the Lyapunov exponent of (1.1).
Deﬁnition 1.3. For any interval LCZ centered at the origin, let ELðxÞ denote the set
of eigenvalues of the operator HðxÞ restricted to L with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. Set
NLðE; xÞ :¼ 1jLj#½ðN; EÞ-ELðxÞ:
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The ergodic theorem implies that the (weak) limit (in the sense of measures)
lim
jLj-N
NLðE; xÞ ¼: NðEÞ ¼ No;lðEÞ
exists for a.e. xAT (and it does not depend on x up to a set of measure 0).
NðEÞ is called the integrated density of states (IDS) of the operator HðxÞ and it is
linked to the Lyapunov exponent by the Thouless formula:
LðEÞ ¼
Z
logjE  E0j dNðE0Þ
The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Consider the Schro¨dinger operator (1.1)
Ho;lðxÞ :¼ Dþ lvðx þ noÞdn;n0 :
Assume that vAGsðTÞ; where s41; v satisfies the transversality condition (1.7) and
oADCk for some k40: There exists l0 ¼ l0ðv; kÞ so that the following hold:
(P) For jljXl0; the Lyapunov exponent of (1.1) is positive for all energies EAR:
Lo;lðEÞX1
4
logjlj40 ð1:8Þ
(C) For jljXl0; the Lyapunov exponent Lo;lðEÞ and the integrated density of states
No;lðEÞ are continuous functions of the energy E; with modulus of continuity—on any
compact interval I—at least as good as
hðtÞ ¼ Cecjlog tjZ ; ð1:9Þ
where C ¼ CðI ; l; v; k; sÞ and c; Z are some positive absolute constants.
(AL) Fix x0AT; and l so that jljXl0: Then for a.e. frequency oADCk; Ho;lðx0Þ
satisfies Anderson localization.
The theorem above is a perturbative (so weaker) result, because the size of
the disorder l depends on k too (not only on v), so there is a dependence on the
frequency o: However, when v is ‘close’ to being analytic, we can prove the
following:
Theorem 1.2. Consider the Schro¨dinger operator
HoðxÞ :¼ Dþ vðx þ noÞdn;n0 : ð1:10Þ
Assume that vAGsðTÞ; where 1oso2 and oADCk for some k40: Assume also that
the Lyapunov exponent of (1.10) is positive
LoðEÞXc040 ð1:11Þ
for all oADCk and for all EAI ; where I is some compact interval. Then we have:
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(C) The Lyapunov exponent LoðEÞ and the integrated density of states NoðEÞ are
continuous functions on I ; with modulus of continuity at least
hðtÞ ¼ Cecjlog tjZ ; ð1:12Þ
where C ¼ CðI ; v; k; sÞ; c40 is a universal constant and Z ¼ Zðv; k; sÞ40; with Z-0 as
s-2:
(AL) Assume that (1.11) holds for a.e. oADCk and for all EAR: Fix x0AT: Then
for a.e. oADCk; Hoðx0Þ satisfies Anderson localization.
Remark 1.1. The disorder in Theorem 1.2 is ﬁxed. We do not assume the
transversality condition (1.7) on v; but we assume the positivity of the Lyapunov
exponent.
The statement (C) in this theorem extends the continuity result of Theorem 6.1 in
[GS] from a potential given by an analytic function to one given by a more general
Gevrey-class function of order so2: We are not able to get Ho¨lder continuity as in
[GS] though, but only the weaker modulus of continuity (1.12).
The statement (AL) in this theorem extends the localization result of Theorem 10.1
in [B] or of Theorem 1 (for dimension 1) in [BG] from a potential given by an
analytic function to one given by a more general Gevrey-class function of
order so2:
Therefore—at least when vAGsðTÞ with so2—the problem of showing
continuity of the Lapunov exponent and of the IDS and Anderson localization for
the operator (1.10) is reduced to the one of proving positivity of the Lyapunov
exponent.
Let us review now, some of the results in the literature that are most relevant to
this paper:
* In 1991, E. Sorets and T. Spencer considered (see [S-S]) the operator Ho;lðxÞ given
by (1.1)—with any frequency o and a nonconstant analytic function v: They
proved that for jljXl0; where l0 depends only on v; the Lyapunov exponent is
bounded away from zero for all energies E : LðEÞ41
2
log jlj:
* In 1997, L.H. Eliasson considered (see [E]) the operator Ho;lðxÞ given by (1.1)—
with frequency o satisfying a (weak) Diophantine condition and the function v
satisfying the Gevrey-class regularity and the transversality condition. Under
these assumptions, he proved—using KAM methods—that for jljXl0; where l0
depends on the function v and on the Diophantine condition on o; the operator
Ho;lðxÞ has pure point spectrum for a.e. xAT: Moreover, this implies, using
Kotani’s theory (see [B,Simon]) that the Lyapunov exponent is nonzero for a.e.
energy E: The author has also suggested that the argument could be modiﬁed to
obtain exponential decay of the eigenfunctions, but he has not provided a
proof of it.
* In 1999, S. Jitomirskaya proved (see [J]) Anderson localization for the Almost-
Mathieu operator, that is, for operator (1.1) with vðxÞ ¼ cos x: The result in [J] is
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nonperturbative (and very precise): for any Diophantine o; for a.e. x; and for
jlj42; there is only point spectrum with exponentially decaying (at exactly the
Lyapunov rate) eigenfunctions.
* In 2000, J. Bourgain and M. Goldstein considered (see [B,BG]) the operator
HoðxÞ given by (1.10)—where o satisﬁes a weak Diophantine condition and v is a
nonconstant analytic function. Assuming also that the Lyapunov exponent is
positive: LoðEÞ40 for a.e. o and for all E; the authors prove that the operator
HoðxÞ satisﬁes Anderson localization—with exponential decay of the eigenfunc-
tions at almost Lyapunov rate—for every x and for a.e. o: This—combined with
E. Sorets and T. Spencer result mentioned above—implies nonperturbative
Anderson localization for the operator Ho;lðxÞ given by (1.1) assuming o is a
Diophantine frequency, v is a nonconstant analytic function, and l is a large
enough disorder—depending only on v:
* In 2001, M. Goldstein and W. Schlag proved (see [GS]) that on every
compact interval on which the Lyapunov exponent is bounded away from zero,
both the Lyapunov exponent and the IDS are Ho¨lder continuous functions of the
energy. In this paper, the function v deﬁning the potential of HoðxÞ is nonconstant
and real analytic, while the frequency o satisﬁes a (strong) Diophantine
condition.
* In 2001, J. Bourgain, M. Goldstein, W. Schlag proved (see [BGS]) Anderson
localization and positivity of the Lyapunov exponents for the skew-shift model,
with potential given by a nonconstant analytic function. Their result is
perturbative—the disorder of the system depends on the frequency.
Our paper shows that the methods in [B,BG] and especially in [BGS,GS] are robust
enough to allow more general potentials, namely those deﬁned by a Gevrey-class
function which also satisﬁes the transversality condition. We have not been able,
though, to get nonperturbative results, other than a partial one, Theorem 1.2. We
will follow closely the ideas in the aforementioned papers.
We prove a large deviation theorem (LDT) for the transfer matrices associated to
(1.1) or (1.10). As in [BGS,GS], this LDT will be used to prove the positivity
of the Lyapunov exponent in the perturbative case, and the continuity of the
Lyapunov exponent and of the IDS in both the perturbative and the
nonperturbative cases. This LDT will also imply, as in [B,BG], ‘good bounds’ on
the Green’s functions associated to (1.1) or (1.10). Because of the exponential-type
decay (1.5) of the Fourier coefﬁcients of our function v; the same arguments—
using semi-algebraic set theory—from [B,BG], will apply similarly to this
more general situation, eventually proving Anderson localization for these
operators.
The challenge is then to prove the LDT for the transfer matrices MNðxÞ: The LDT
says that uNðxÞ :¼ 1N log jjMNðxÞjj is close to its mean (integral) denoted by /uNS for
all x outside a small set (where how ‘close’ or ‘small’ will be expressed in terms of the
scale N).
In [B,BG], where v is an analytic function, this is proved exploiting the existence of
a subharmonic extension uNðzÞ of uNðxÞ: Using the Riesz representation theorem for
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subharmonic functions (see [HK], [Levin]), it is shown that the Fourier coefﬁcients of
uNðxÞ have the decay:
juˆNðkÞjt 1jkj for all ka0: ð1:13Þ
It is important that the decay (1.13) is uniform in N: Using Fourier expansion,
(1.13) implies, for x outside a small set, a good approximation of the mean /uNS by
averages of shifts of uNðxÞ; provided we consider shifts with a Diophantine
frequency (so that their orbits are fairly uniformly distributed on T). This,
combined with the fact that uNðxÞ is close to averages of its shifts provided the
number of shifts is much smaller then the scale N; eventually leads to the proof of the
LDT.
For functions which are not analytic, uNðxÞ does not have a subharmonic
extension. The idea is then to substitute—at each scale N—in MNðxÞ and in uNðxÞ;
the potential vðxÞ; by an appropriate truncation vNðxÞ: The new function uNðxÞ has a
subharmonic extension, but the trade-off is that the decay of its Fourier coefﬁcients
is not uniform in N as in (1.13), and we only get:
juˆNðkÞjtNd 1jkj for all ka0; ð1:14Þ
where d40 is a power which depends on how we deﬁne the truncations vNðxÞ; and
on the order s of the Gevrey class the function vðxÞ belongs to.
As long as do1; we can use (1.14) in a similar way the uniform decay (1.13)
is used in [B,BG] and therefore prove the LDT (see Theorems 3.1 and 4.1).
This situation corresponds to functions v ‘close’ to being analytic, namely vAGsðTÞ
with so2:
But in general, for functions in an arbitrarily large Gevrey class, the power d in
estimate (1.14) isX1; and (1.14) is too weak to prove the LDT with this method. The
same kind of technical problem, but for a different model—the skew shift—was
encountered in [BGS]. There, the authors used the avalanche principle from [GS] to
better control the size of the transfer matrices. We will follow this approach for the
general case (see Section 5).
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give the basic deﬁnitions
and we show rigorously the approximation (truncation) argument explained
above. In Section 3 we prove a technical result, on Diophantine shifts of
subharmonic functions, to be used in the proof of the LDT. In Section 4
we prove the LDT for the case so2: In Section 5 we prove the LDT in the
general case, and the positivity of the Lyapunov exponent—which is the
statement (P) in Theorem 1.1. Using the LDT from previous sections, in Section 6
we complete the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and of 1.2 by proving the continuity of the
Lyapunov exponent and of the IDS (the statement (C) in these theorems) and
Anderson localization for operators (1.1) or (1.10) (the statement (AL) in these
theorems).
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2. Deﬁnitions, notations, general setup
We assume that the function v ¼ vðxÞ belongs to the Gevrey class GsðTÞ;
where s41 and T ¼ R=2pZ: Therefore vðxÞ is a 2p-periodic function on R
so that
vðxÞ ¼
X
kAZ
vˆðkÞeikx ð2:1Þ
where
jvˆðkÞjpMerjkj1=s 8 kAZ ð2:2Þ
for some constants M; r40:
At every scale N we will substitute—in the formula deﬁning the Nth transfer
matrix MNðxÞ—the function vðxÞ by a trigonometric polynomial vNðxÞ: This
polynomial should be chosen to approximate vðxÞ within a very small error (this
error should be (super)exponentially small in N), so that the ‘‘transfer matrix
substitute’’ would be close to the original transfer matrix. Therefore, the degree
deg vN ¼: N˜ of this polynomial should be very large, namely, based on the rate of
decay (2.2) of the Fourier coefﬁcients of v; N˜ should be a power of N (which would
depend on the Gevrey class).
The trigonometric polynomial vN has a holomorphic extension to the whole
complex plane, but we should restrict it to a strip of width rN so that this
extension would be bounded by a constant depending only on v (uniformly
in the scale N). It turns out that the width rN of holomorphicity should be
rNEðdeg vNÞ1EN˜1ENy; for some power y40:
The fact that the ‘substitutes’ vNðxÞ have different, smaller and smaller
widths of holomorphicity, is what creates additional technical problems
(compared to the vðxÞ analytic function case) and also makes this approach
to fail for functions vðxÞ with slower rate of decay of their Fourier
coefﬁcients.
We therefore have to ﬁnd the optimal ‘error vs. degree’ approximations of vðxÞ by
trigonometric polynomials vNðxÞ: Here is the formal calculation:
For every positive integer N; consider the truncation
vNðxÞ :¼
X
jkjpN˜
vˆðkÞeikx; ð2:3Þ
where N˜ ¼ deg vN will be determined later.
vNðxÞ is an analytic, 2p-periodic function on R: It can be extended to a
holomorphic (2p-periodic) function on C by
vNðzÞ :¼
X
jkjpN˜
vˆðkÞeikz: ð2:4Þ
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To assure the uniform boundedness in N of vNðzÞ we have to restrict vNðzÞ to the
strip ½jIzjorN ; where rN :¼ r2 N˜1=s1: Indeed, if z ¼ x þ iy; jyjorN ; then
jvNðzÞj ¼
X
jkjpN˜
vˆðkÞeikz

p
X
jkjpN˜
jvˆðkÞjekypM
X
jkjpN˜
erjkj
1=s
ejkjjyj
p 2M
XN˜
k¼0
erjkj
1=sþkjyjp2M
XN˜
k¼0
e
r
2
k1=sp2M
XN
k¼0
e
r
2
k1=s ¼: BoN;
where B is a constant which depends on r; s; M; and we have used jyjorN ¼
r
2
N˜1=s1pr
2
jkj1=s1 for jkjpN˜:
We also have jvðxÞ  vNðxÞjpCecN˜1=s for all xAR; where C; c40 depend on r; s:
We will need, as already mentioned, (super)exponentially small error, so N˜ should
be chosen such that ecN˜
1=speNb for some b41:
Therefore N˜ :¼ Nbs for some b41 to be ﬁxed later, so the width of holomorphicity
of vNðzÞ will be: rN ¼ r2 Nbsð
1
s
1Þ ¼ r
2
Nbðs1Þ ¼: r
2
Nd; where d :¼ bðs  1Þ40:
We conclude: for every integer NX1; we have a function vNðxÞ on T so that
jvðxÞ  vNðxÞjoecNb ð2:5Þ
and vNðxÞ has a 2p-periodic holomorphic extension vNðzÞ to the strip ½jIzjorN ¼
r
2
Nd; for which
jvNðzÞjpB; ð2:6Þ
where the positive constants c; B depend only on v: The constants b; d are linked by
d :¼ bðs  1Þ3b ¼ d
s1 and have to satisfy b41 and d40 (so sodþ 1).
For vAGsðTÞ; oADCk; lAR consider the discrete quasiperiodic Schro¨dinger
operator (1.1):
HðxÞ ¼ Ho;lðxÞ :¼ Dþ lvðx þ noÞdn;n0 :
Let T ¼ To : T-T; Tx :¼ x þ o be the shift by the frequency o; and let Tjx ¼
x þ jo be its jth iteration.
For every integer NX1 and for every energy EAR; the Nth transfer matrix of
HðxÞ is MNðxÞ ¼ MNðx;o; l; EÞ :¼
Q1
j¼N AðTjx; l; EÞ; where
AðyÞ ¼ Aðy; l; EÞ :¼ lvðyÞ  E 1
1 0
 
:
Denote by LNðEÞ ¼ LNðE;o; lÞ :¼
R
T
1
N
log jjMNðx;o; l; EÞjj dx:
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Then for every energy E;
LðEÞ ¼ Lo;lðEÞ :¼ lim
N-N
LNðE;o; lÞ ¼ inf
N
LNðE;o; lÞ ð2:7Þ
is the Lyapunov exponent of (1.1) (see also [B]).
We now substitute vNðxÞ for vðxÞ in the deﬁnition of the transfer matrix MNðxÞ
and get
M˜NðxÞ :¼
Y1
j¼N
A˜NðTjxÞ where A˜NðyÞ :¼ lvNðyÞ  E 1
1 0
 
:
Denote also by L˜NðEÞ ¼ L˜NðE;o; lÞ :¼
R
T
1
N
log jjM˜Nðx;o; l; EÞjj dx:
The spectrum of Ho;lðxÞ is contained in the interval ½2 jljB; 2þ jljB; since
supxAT jvðxÞjpB: It is then enough to consider only the energies E such that
jEjp2þ jljB:
By Trotter’s formula,
MNðxÞ  M˜NðxÞ
¼
XN
j¼1
AðTNxÞyAðTjþ1xÞ½AðTjxÞ  A˜NðTjxÞA˜NðTj1xÞyA˜NðTxÞ
AðTjxÞ  A˜NðTjxÞ ¼ lvðT
jxÞ  lvNðTjxÞ 0
0 0
 
so
jjAðTjxÞ  A˜NðTjxÞjjpjlj sup
yAT
jvðyÞ  vNðyÞjojljecNb
Moreover
jjAðTjxÞjj ¼ jj lvðT
jxÞ  E 1
1 0
 
jjpjljB þ jEj þ 2p2jljB þ 2peSðlÞ
so
jjAðTjxÞjjpeSðlÞ; ð2:8Þ
where SðlÞ is a (ﬁxed, for ﬁxed l) scaling factor: 1pSðlÞElogðjlj þ CvÞ; Cv being a
constant which depends on v:
Clearly, we also have
jjA˜NðTjxÞjjpjj lvNðT
jxÞ  E 1
1 0
 
jjpjljB þ jEj þ 2peSðlÞ:
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Therefore,
jjMNðxÞ  M˜NðxÞjjp
XN
j¼1
eSðlÞyeSðlÞecN
b
eSðlÞyeSðlÞpeNSðlÞcNb
and since b41; if N\SðlÞ 1b1; we get
jjMNðxÞ  M˜NðxÞjjpecNb :
Since det MNðxÞ ¼ 1 and det M˜NðxÞ ¼ 1; we have that jjMNðxÞjjX1 and
jjM˜NðxÞjjX1: Thus, for all N\SðlÞ
1
b1 and for every x
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  1
N
log jjM˜NðxÞjj

p 1N jjMNðxÞ  M˜NðxÞjjoecNb
and by averaging,
jLNðEÞ  L˜NðEÞjoecNb :
For ﬁxed parameters o; l; E consider:
uNðxÞ :¼ 1
N
log jjM˜NðxÞjj
and
/uNS ¼ L˜N :¼
Z
T
uNðxÞ dx:
Since
M˜NðxÞ ¼
Y1
j¼N
lvNðx þ joÞ  E 1
1 0
 
and since vNðzÞ is the holomorphic extension of vNðxÞ to ½jIzjorN ; it follows that
M˜NðzÞ :¼
Y1
j¼N
lvNðz þ joÞ  E 1
1 0
 
is the holomorphic extension of M˜NðxÞ to the strip ½jIzjorN : Using (2.6) we get
jjMNðzÞjjpSðlÞN : Therefore,
uNðzÞ :¼ 1
N
log jjM˜NðzÞjj
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is a subharmonic function on the strip ½jIzjorNENd so that for any z in this strip,
juNðzÞjpSðlÞ:
We can summarize all of the above in the following:
Remark 2.1. For ﬁxed parameters o; l; E; at every scale N; we have a 2p-periodic
function uNðxÞ :¼ 1N log jjM˜NðxÞjj; which extends on the strip ½jIzjorN ; rNENd;
to a subharmonic function uNðzÞ so that
juNðzÞjpSðlÞ 8zA½jIzjorN  ð2:9Þ
(Note that the bound (2.9) is uniform in N).
Moreover, if d is chosen so that so1þ d and if N\SðlÞ 1b1; where b ¼ d
s141;
then the transfer matrices MNðxÞ are well approximated by their substitutes M˜NðxÞ:
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  uNðxÞ

oecNb ; ð2:10Þ
jLN /uNSjoecNb : ð2:11Þ
We will use estimates on subharmonic functions as in [B,BG,BGS] for the functions
uN in the remark above.
The following will be used later:
Remark 2.2. For all xAT; and for all parameters o; l; E; we have
1
N
log jjMNðxÞjj  1
N
log jjMNðx þ oÞjj

pCSðlÞN ; ð2:12Þ
where C is a universal constant.
Proof.
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  1
N
logjjMNðx þ oÞjj


¼ 1
N
log
jjMNðxÞjj
jjMNðx þ oÞjj


¼ 1
N
log
jjAðTNxÞ y  AðT2xÞ  AðTxÞjj
jjAðTNþ1xÞ  AðTNxÞ y  AðT2xÞjj


p 1
N
logjjðAðTNþ1xÞÞ1jj  jjAðTxÞjjtSðlÞ
N
after using (2.8). Inequality (2.12) then follows. &
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3. Averages of shifts of subharmonic functions
Let u ¼ uðxÞ be a function on T having a subharmonic extension, and oADCk for
some k40: We prove that for x outside a small set, the mean of u is close to the
averages of shifts of uðxÞ by o: Here being ‘close’ or ‘small’ is expressed in terms of
the number of shifts considered. To prove stronger estimates (see Theorem 3.1), we
have to consider higher-order averages. In particular (see Corollary 3.1) we also get
an estimate for ﬁrst-order averages, which is already contained (although not
explicitly formulated) in [B,BG].
After writing this paper we have learned that Theorem 3.1 has been proved—even
considering only ﬁrst order averages—in [GS] (see Theorem 3.8 in [GS]). However,
we choose to present here our proof, since it gives a different argument—namely an
optimization of the one in [B,BG].
Consider the (Feje´r) kernel (of order p):
K
p
RðtÞ :¼
1
R
XR1
j¼0
eijt
 !p
ð3:1Þ
Then we have
jKpRðtÞj ¼
1
Rp
1 eiRt
1 eit


p
p 1
Rpjjtjjp
and also jKpRðtÞjp1 so
jKpRðtÞjpmin 1;
1
Rpjjtjjp
 
p 2
1þ Rpjjtjjp: ð3:2Þ
We can write
K
p
RðtÞ ¼
1
Rp
XpðR1Þ
j¼0
c
p
RðjÞeijt; ð3:3Þ
where c
p
RðjÞ are positive integers so that
1
Rp
XpðR1Þ
j¼0
c
p
RðjÞ ¼ 1:
Notice that if p ¼ 1 then K1RðtÞ ¼ 1R
PR1
j¼0 e
ijt so c1RðjÞ ¼ 1 for all j:
Theorem 3.1. Let u : T-R; oADCk and r40: Assume that uðxÞ has a subharmonic
extension to the strip ½jIzjor so that
juðzÞjpS 8zA½jIzjor: ð3:4Þ
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Then, if 0oao1; 0oso1 a and pAN; p4 a
1a we have
mes xAT :
1
Rp
XpðR1Þ
j¼0
c
p
RðjÞ  uðx þ joÞ /uS

4Sr Ra
" #
oeRs ð3:5Þ
for RXR0 ¼ R0ðk; a; s; pÞ:
Proof. Fix the numbers a; s; p subject to the constraints in the theorem. We may
now suppress p from the notations (e.g. KR ¼ KpR; cR ¼ cpR).
Choose aAða; 1Þ so that p4 a1a (which is possible since p4 a1a).
Since uðzÞ is subharmonic on ½jIzjor so that (3.4) holds, from Corollary 4.7 in
[B] we get
juˆðkÞjtS
r
1
jkj: ð3:6Þ
Expand u as a Fourier series:
uðxÞ ¼/uSþ
X
ka0
uˆðkÞeikx 8xAT
) uðx þ joÞ ¼ /uSþ
X
ka0
uˆðkÞeikðxþjoÞ
) 1
Rp
XpðR1Þ
j¼0
cRðjÞ  uðx þ joÞ ¼ /uSþ
X
ka0
uˆðkÞ  1
Rp
XpðR1Þ
j¼0
cRðjÞeijko
 !
 eikx
Therefore,
1
Rp
XpðR1Þ
j¼0
cRðjÞ  uðx þ joÞ /uS ¼
X
ka0
uˆðkÞ  KRðkoÞ  eikx ð3:7Þ
We will estimate the right-hand side of (3.7).
Since oADCk; there is a best approximation mq of o so that
Roqo1
k
Rðlogð1þ RÞÞ3 ð3:8Þ
thus
jjjojj4 1
2q
if 1pjoq ð3:9Þ
(See [Lang, Chapter I]).
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Split the right-hand side of the sum in (3.7) as
X
ka0
uˆðkÞ  KRðkoÞ  eikx ¼
X
0ojkjoRa
þ
X
Rapjkjoq
þ
X
jqjpjkjoK
þ
X
jkjXK
ð3:10Þ
where K ¼ eRs0 with s0Aðs; 1 aÞ:
The ﬁrst three sums in (3.10), denoted by (I), (II), (III) respectively, will be
uniformly bounded in x by Sr R
a; while the fourth sum, denoted by (IV) will be
estimated in the L2-norm.
jðIÞjp
X
0ojkjoRa
juˆðkÞj  jKRðkoÞjpSr
X
0ojkjoRa
1
jkj
1
Rpjjkojjp:
But oADCk so jjkojj4k  1jkjðlogð1þjkjÞÞ3 ) 1jkjjjkojjpo 1kp jkj
p1ðlog jkjÞ3p:
Then
jðIÞjpS
r
1
kp
1
Rp
Raðp1Þðlog RÞ3pRa ¼ S
r
1
kp
Rpða1Þðlog RÞpoS
r
Ra
since p4 a
1a and provided R is large enough, RXRoðk; a; pÞ:
To estimate (II) and (III) we need the following: let ICZ be an interval of size
jI joq: Then for any k; k0AI ; since jk  k0jpjI joq; (3.9) implies jjko k0ojj4 1
2q
:
Arranging the points ko; kAI according to their distances on the torus to 1, we get
X
kAI
jKRðkoÞjp
X
kAI
min 1;
1
Rpjjkojjp
 
t1þ
X
1pjjjpq
1
1þ Rpð j
q
Þpt1þ
q
R
tq
R
:
Then, for any interval ICZ of size oq;
X
kAI
jKRðkoÞjtq
R
: ð3:11Þ
It follows that
jðIIÞjp
X
Rapjkjoq
juˆðkÞj  jKRðkoÞjpSr
X
Rapjkjoq
1
jkj jKRðkoÞj
pS
r
1
Ra
X
1pjkjoq
jKRðkoÞjpSr
1
Ra
q
R
oS
r
Ra
1
k
Rðlogð1þ RÞÞ3
R
oS
r
Ra
since a4a; and provided RXR0ðk; aÞ:
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Similarly
jðIIIÞjp
X
jqjpjkjoK
juˆðkÞj  jKRðkoÞjpSr
X
jqjpjkjoK
1
jkj jKRðkoÞj
¼S
r
X
1pspK=q
X
ðs1Þqpjkjosq
1
jkj jKRðkoÞjo
S
r
X
1pspK=q
1
sq
q
R
¼S
r
1
R
X
1pspK=q
1
s
E
S
r
1
R
log
K
q
pS
r
R1Rs
0oS
r
Ra
since s0o1 a:
We conclude that
jðIÞj þ jðIIÞj þ jðIIIÞjoS
r
Ra ð3:12Þ
uniformly in xAT; and for RXR0ðk; a; pÞ:
We know estimate (IV) in the L2-norm:
Z
T
jðIVÞj2 ¼
Z
T
X
jkjXK
uˆðkÞKRðkoÞeikx


2
dx ¼
X
jkjXK
juˆðkÞj2jKRðkoÞj2
p
X
jkjXK
juˆðkÞj2o S
r
 2 X
jkj4K
1
jkj2E
S
r
 2
1
K
¼ S
r
 2
eR
s0
Using Chebyshev’ s inequality we get
mes xAT : jðIVÞj4S
r
Ra
 
o S
r
Ra
 2
 S
r
 2
eR
s0 ¼ R2aeRs0 :
Therefore, since sos0; we have
mes½xAT : jðIVÞj4S
r
RaoeRs ð3:13Þ
provided RXR0ða; sÞ:
Estimate (3.5) follows now from (3.12) and (3.13). &
Notice that in estimate (3.5) which we have just proved, the greater the power a is,
the stronger the estimate becomes. For an arbitrary subharmonic function uðxÞ;
a ¼ 1 is probably optimal.
Also notice that as a-1 we have s-0 and p-N; so we need higher and higher
order averages to get (3.5).
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On the other hand, we can work with ﬁrst-order averages ðp ¼ 1Þ as long as we
only need ao1
2
(say a ¼ 1
3
) and so1 a (say s ¼ 1
3
). In particular we get:
Corollary 3.1. Let u : T-R; oADCk and r40: Assume that uðxÞ has a subharmonic
extension uðzÞ to the strip ½jIzjor so that juðzÞjpS for all zA½jIzjor: Then, for
RXR0ðkÞ we have
mes xAT :
1
R
XR1
j¼0
uðx þ joÞ /uS

4SrR1=3
" #
oeR1=3 : ð3:14Þ
4. Large deviation theorem: the case so2
Theorem 4.1. Consider the Schro¨dinger operator (1.10)
HoðxÞ :¼ Dþ vðx þ noÞdn;n0
with vAGsðTÞ where 1oso2; and oADCk for some k40:
Then, for every energy EAR;
mes xAT :
1
N
log jjMNðx; EÞjj  LNðEÞ

4Nt
 
oeNs ð4:1Þ
for some positive constants t; s which depend on s; and for NXN0ðk; v; sÞ:
Proof. We ﬁx the energy E (the estimates will not depend on it), so we can drop it
from notations. The order s of the Gevrey class satisﬁes sAð1; 2Þ; so there is dAð0; 1Þ;
so1þ d: Put b :¼ d
s141; and recall Remark 2.1 (note that here the disorder l is
ﬁxed):
For all xAT and for N large enough, NXN0ðv; sÞ; if we consider uNðxÞ :¼
1
N
logjjM˜NðxÞjj and /uNS :¼
R
T
uNðxÞdx; then
1
N
log jjMNðxÞjj  uNðxÞ

oeNb ; ð4:2Þ
jLN /uNSjoeNb : ð4:3Þ
Moreover, uNðxÞ extends to a subharmonic function uNðzÞ on the strip ½jIzjorN ;
rNEN
d; so that juNðzÞjpS for all z in the strip, and uniformly in N (here S
depends only on v; namely on supxAT jvðxÞj ¼ B).
We will apply Theorem 3.1 for uðxÞ ¼ uNðxÞ as follows.
Choose aAðd; 1Þ; sAð0; 1 aÞ; pAN; p4 a
1a; take R ¼ N1e; where e40 is
sufﬁciently small. Then SrN
RaESNdNð1eÞaENc; where c ¼ ð1 eÞa  d40 if e is
small enough.
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Theorem 3.1 then implies
mes xAT :
1
Rp
XpðR1Þ
j¼0
c
p
RðjÞ  uNðx þ joÞ /uNS

4Nc
" #
oeNs1 ð4:4Þ
for N (therefore R) large enough, NXN0ðk; sÞ: The positive constants c and s1
(¼ ð1 eÞs) depend only on s:
We now have to compare 1
Rp
PpðR1Þ
j¼0 c
p
RðjÞ  uNðx þ joÞ and uNðxÞ: Recalling
Remark 2.2, for any xAT and every N; (2.12) holds, so
1
N
log jjMNðxÞjj  1
N
logjjMNðx þ oÞjj

oSN:
Combining this with (4.2), we get that for any x; o and for N large enough,
juNðxÞ  uNðx þ oÞjoS
N
:
Therefore, for every integer j:
juNðxÞ  uNðx þ joÞjoSjjj
N
:
It follows that for any x;oAT; and for N large enough
uNðxÞ  1
Rp
XpðR1Þ
j¼0
c
p
RðjÞ  uNðx þ joÞ

pSpðR  1ÞN tRN ¼ Ne: ð4:5Þ
Estimate (4.1) (with 0otominfc; eg) now follows from (4.4) and (4.5). &
Remark 4.1. Regarding the constants t; s in (4.1), notice from the above proof that
t; s-0 as s-2:
5. Large deviation theorem: the general case
We prove the LDT for the Schro¨dinger operator (1.1) where the function vAGsðTÞ
with s41 arbitrarily large and the frequency oADCk for some k40:
We use Remark 2.1. Choose d40 so that so1þ d (say d :¼ 2ðs  1Þ),
and consider at every scale N the corresponding truncation vNðxÞ of the
function vðxÞ: This will give, for every set of parameters o; l; E; the
transfer matrix substitute M˜NðxÞ and the function uNðxÞ :¼ 1N log jjM˜NðxÞjj
which extends on the strip of width ENd to a subharmonic function
uNðzÞ satisfying juNðzÞjpSðlÞ uniformly in N: Moreover, if NXCSðlÞ;
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from (2.10) and (2.11) we get
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  uNðxÞ

oecN2 ; ð5:1Þ
jLN /uNS joecN2 : ð5:2Þ
Notice that since s is arbitrarily large, so is d; and we cannot use the method from
Section 4 to prove the LDT. We will follow the ideas in [BGS] and use instead the
avalanche principle to boost the estimates on uNðxÞ given by Corollary 3.1. For the
reader’s convenience, we reproduce here the statement of the avalanche principle (see
[GS] for the proof):
Proposition 5.1. Let A1;y; An be a sequence of arbitrary SL2ðRÞ matrices. Suppose
that
min
1pjpn
jjAjjjXmXn; ð5:3Þ
max
1pjpn
½log jjAjþ1jj þ log jjAjjj  log jjAjþ1Ajjjp1
2
log m: ð5:4Þ
Then,
j logjjAn y  A1jj þ
Xn1
j¼2
log jjAjjj 
Xn1
j¼1
log jjAjþ1Ajjj jpC nm ð5:5Þ
We prove the LDT by induction on the scale N: The initial condition step of the
induction follows from the transversality condition only—we do not need any
regularity condition here, but just the ‘‘nonsingularity’’ of vðxÞ: The regularity
condition (1.4) is needed for the inductive step.
Lemma 5.1 (The inductive step). The data is the following: a function vAGsðTÞ; s41;
d :¼ 2ðs  1Þ; D :¼ dþ 3; A :¼ maxf12  d; 2g; some fixed parameters o; l; E such that
oADCk for some k40; jEjpjljB þ 2 (where supxATjvðxÞjpB as in Section 2); a fixed
number g41
4
:
Assume N0; the small scale, is a sufficiently large integer, N0XN00ðs; kÞ;
so that Corollary 3.1 applies at this scale and so that different powers and
exponentials of N0 behave as they are suppose to do asymptotically, e.g.
NA05e
9
40
N0 ; etc.
Assume (5.1) holds at scale N0; that is, N0 has to satisfy
N0XCSðlÞ3jljpecN0 : ð5:6Þ
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Take N; the large scale, so that
NA0pNpe
9g
10
N0 : ð5:7Þ
Suppose the following hold:
mes xAT :
1
N0
logjjMN0ðx; l; EÞjj  LN0ðl; EÞ

4 g10 SðlÞ
 
oND; ð5:8Þ
mes xAT :
1
2N0
logjjM2N0ðx; l; EÞjj  L2N0ðl; EÞ

4 g10 SðlÞ
 
oND; ð5:9Þ
LN0ðl; EÞ; L2N0ðl; EÞXgSðlÞ; ð5:10Þ
LN0ðl; EÞ  L2N0ðl; EÞp
g
40
SðlÞ: ð5:11Þ
Then there are absolute constants c; C040 so that
LNðl; EÞXgSðlÞ  2ðLN0ðl; EÞ  L2N0ðl; EÞÞ  C0SðlÞN0N1; ð5:12Þ
LNðl; EÞ  L2Nðl; EÞpC0SðlÞN0N1; ð5:13Þ
mes xAT :
1
N
logjjMNðx; l; EÞjj  LNðl; EÞ

4SðlÞN1=10
 
oecN1=10 : ð5:14Þ
Proof. The parameters o; l; E are ﬁxed, so they can be suppressed from the
notations. For instance MNðxÞ ¼ MNðx;o; l; EÞ; SðlÞ ¼ S; etc.
We can assume, without loss of generality, that N is a multiple of N0; that is,
N ¼ n  N0:
Indeed, if N ¼ n  N0 þ r; 0proN0; then
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  1
n  N0 logjjMnN0ðxÞjj

p2SN0N1: ð5:15Þ
Therefore, if we prove (5.12)–(5.14) at scale n  N0; then they hold at scale N too.
To prove (5.15), ﬁrst notice that MNðxÞ ¼ BðxÞ  MnN0ðxÞ; where
BðxÞ :¼
YnN0þ1
j¼N
AðTjxÞ ¼
YnN0þ1
j¼nN0þr
AðTjxÞ
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so
jjBðxÞjjperSpeN0S and jjBðxÞ1jjperSpeN0S:
Since jjMnN0ðxÞjjX1 and jjMNðxÞjjX1; it follows that
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  1
n  N0 logjjMnN0ðxÞjj
¼ 1
n  N0 log
jjMNðxÞjj
nN0
N
jjMnN0ðxÞjj
p 1
n  N0 log
jjBðxÞjj
nN0
N  jjMnN0ðxÞjj
nN0
N
jjMnN0ðxÞjj
p 1
n  N0 log e
N0SnN0N ¼ SN0N1:
Similarly,
1
n  N0 logjjMnN0ðxÞjj 
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj
¼ 1
n  N0 log
jjMnN0ðxÞjj
jjMNðxÞjj
nN0
N
¼ 1
n  N0 log
jjMnN0ðxÞjj
jjMNðxÞjj
 nN0
N jjMnN0ðxÞjj
r
N
2
4
3
5
p 1
n  N0 log½jjðBðxÞÞ
1jj
nN0
N  jjMnN0ðxÞjj
r
N 
p 1
n  N0 log½ðe
N0SÞ
nN0
N  ðenN0SÞ
N0
N  ¼ 2SN0N1
and inequality (5.15) now follows.
Denote the set in (5.8) by BN0 and similarly the set in (5.9) by B2N0 :
If xeBN0 then using (5.8), (5.10) we get
jjMN0ðxÞjj4e
g
10
SN0þLN0 N0Xe
9g
10
SN0 ¼: mXN
so
jjMN0ðxÞjjXmXn if xeBN0 : ð5:16Þ
For 1pjpn ¼ N
N0
consider Aj ¼ AjðxÞ :¼ MN0ðT ðj1ÞN0xÞ: Then (5.16) implies
min
1pjpn
jjAjðxÞjjXm for all xe
[n
j¼0
TjN0BN0 : ð5:17Þ
Since Ajþ1ðxÞ AjðxÞ¼M2N0ðT ðj1ÞN0xÞ; using (5.8), (5.9), (5.11), for xe
Sn
j¼0ðTjN0BN0Þ
,Snj¼0ðTjN0B2N0Þ (which is a set of measure o2ND  N ¼ 2NDþ1),
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we have
logjjAjþ1ðxÞjj þ logjjAjðxÞjj  logjjAjþ1ðxÞ  AjðxÞjj
¼ logjjMN0ðTjN0xÞjj þ logjjMN0ðT ðj1ÞN0xÞjj  logjjM2N0ðT ðj1ÞN0xÞjj
pN0 LN0 þ
Sg
10
 
þ N0 LN0 þ
Sg
10
 
þ 2N0 Sg
10
 L2N0
 
¼ 2N0ðLN0  L2N0Þ þ
4Sg
10
N0p
9Sg
20
N0 ¼ 1
2
log m:
Therefore,
logjjAjþ1ðxÞjj þ logjjAjðxÞjj  logjjAjþ1ðxÞ  AjðxÞjjp1
2
log m ð5:18Þ
for x outside a set of measure o2NDþ1:
We can now apply the avalanche principle (Proposition 5.1) and get
logjjAnðxÞ y  A1ðxÞjj þ
Xn1
j¼2
logjjAjðxÞjj 
Xn1
j¼1
logjjAjþ1ðxÞ  AjðxÞjj

pC nm
ð5:19Þ
for x outside a set of measure o2NDþ1:
Hence, since N ¼ n  N0 and AnðxÞ y  A1ðxÞ ¼ MNðxÞ; we have
logjjMNðxÞjj þ
Xn1
j¼2
logjjMN0ðT ðj1ÞN0xÞjj 
Xn1
j¼1
logjjM2N0ðT ðj1ÞN0xÞjj

pC nm:
Therefore,
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj þ 1
n
Xn1
j¼2
1
N0
logjjMN0ðT ðj1ÞN0xÞjj

 2
n
Xn1
j¼1
1
2N0
logjjM2N0ðT ðj1ÞN0xÞjj
pCm : ð5:20Þ
In (5.20) replace x by each of the elements fx; Tx;yTN01xg and then average (add
all the N0 inequalities obtained and divide by N0). We get
1
N0
XN01
j¼0
1
N
logjjMNðTjxÞjj þ 1
N
XN1
j¼0
1
N0
logjjMN0ðTjxÞjj

 2
N
XN1
j¼0
1
2N0
logjjM2N0ðTjxÞjj
pCm : ð5:21Þ
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Using Remark 2.2 we have
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  1
N0
XN01
j¼0
1
N
logjjMNðTjxÞjj

pCSN0N : ð5:22Þ
From (5.21) and (5.22) we get
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj þ 1
N
XN1
j¼0
1
N0
logjjMN0ðTjxÞjj

 2
N
XN1
j¼0
1
2N0
logjjM2N0ðTjxÞjj
pCSN0N þ CmpCSN0N1 ð5:23Þ
for xeB1 :¼
SN
j¼0ðTjBN0Þ,
Sn
j¼0ðTjB2N0Þ where mes½B1o2NDþ1:
Integrating the left hand side of (5.23) in x; we get:
jLN þ LN0  2L2N0 joCSN0N1 þ 4S  2NDþ1oC0SN0N1 ð5:24Þ
Therefore LN þ LN0  2L2N04 C0SN0N1; so
LN4LN0  2ðLN0  L2N0Þ  C0SN0N14gS  2ðLN0  L2N0Þ  C0SN0N1
which proves (5.12).
Clearly all of the arguments above work for N replaced by 2N; so we get the
analogue of (5.24):
jL2N þ LN0  2L2N0 joC0SN0N1: ð5:25Þ
From (5.24) and (5.25) we obtain
LN  L2NpC0SN0N1
which is exactly (5.13).
To prove (5.14) consider uN0ðxÞ :¼ 1N0 logjjM˜N0ðxÞjj which extends to a sub-
harmonic function uN0ðzÞ on the strip ½jIzjorN0ENd0  so that for z in this strip,
juN0ðzÞjpS: The same holds for u2N0ðxÞ:
Using (5.1) which holds at scales N0 and 2N0 by (5.6), we can ‘substitute’ in (5.23)
1
N0
logjjMN0ðTjðxÞjj by uN0ðTjxÞ and 12N0 logjjM2N0ðTjðxÞjj by u2N0ðTjxÞ and get, for
xeB1:
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj þ 1
N
XN1
j¼0
uN0ðTjxÞ 
2
N
XN1
j¼0
u2N0ðTjxÞ

oCSN0N1: ð5:26Þ
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Applying Corollary 3.1 to uN0 and u2N0 we get
mes xAT :
1
N
XN1
j¼0
uN0ðTjxÞ /uN0S

4S  Nd0  N1=3
" #
oCeN1=3 ; ð5:27Þ
mes xAT :
1
N
XN1
j¼0
u2N0ðTjxÞ /u2N0S

4S  Nd0  N1=3
" #
oCeN1=3 : ð5:28Þ
Denote the union of the two sets in (5.27), (5.28) by B2:
Since N satisﬁes (5.7),
S  Nd0  N1=3oS  ðN1=AÞd  N1=3oS  N1=4
so from (5.26), (5.27), (5.28) we get
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj þ/uN0S 2/u2N0S


oCSN0N1 þ S  N1=4o2S  N1=4 ð5:29Þ
for xeB :¼ B1,B2; where
mes½Bo2NDþ1 þ 2eN1=3o3NDþ1oNDþ2:
Using (5.2) at scales N0; 2N0 and taking into account (5.7), (5.29) becomes
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj þ LN0  2L2N0

o2S  N1=4 þ 2ecN20o3SN1=4 ð5:30Þ
provided xeB:
Combine (5.30) with (5.24) to get
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  LN

oC0SN0N1 þ 3S  N1=4oS  N1=5 ð5:31Þ
for all xeB; where mes½BoNDþ2:
Notice that (5.31) is not exactly what we need in order to prove estimate (5.14). We
have to prove an estimate like (5.31) for x outside an exponentially small set. We will
use Corollary 4.10 in [B] (see also [BGS, Lemma 2.3]) to boost (5.31) to the desired
estimate (5.14). We reproduce here, for convenience, the ‘‘rescaled’’ result in [B] (we
have to take into account the width r of the subharmonic extension of uðxÞ):
Proposition 5.2. Assume u ¼ uðxÞ :T-R has a subharmonic extension uðzÞ to the
strip ½jIzjor; r40; so that juðzÞjpS for all z: If
mes½xAT : juðxÞ /uSj4e0oe1 ð5:32Þ
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then, for an absolute constant c40;
mes½xAT : juðxÞ /uSj4 ﬃﬃﬃﬃe0p oec ﬃﬃﬃe0p þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e1S
e0r
q 1
: ð5:33Þ
From (5.31), using again (5.1), (5.2) at scale N; we get
mes½xAT : juNðxÞ /uNSj4S  N1=5oNDþ2: ð5:34Þ
We apply Proposition 5.2 to uðxÞ :¼ 1
S
uNðxÞ ¼ 1SN logjjM˜NðxÞjj:
The function uðxÞ has a subharmonic extension uðzÞ ¼ 1
S
uNðzÞ to the strip
½jIzjorN  where r ¼ rNENd; so that juðzÞjp1 on this strip.
Estimate (5.34) implies
mes½xAT : juðxÞ /uSj4N1=5oNDþ2: ð5:35Þ
Put e0 ¼ N1=5; e1 ¼ NDþ2; S ¼ 1; r ¼ Nd; so that
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e0
p þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e1  S
e0  r
s
¼ N1=10 þ ðNDþ2N1=5NdÞ1=2 ¼ N1=10 þ N4=10o2N1=10:
Estimate (5.14) follows then from Proposition 5.2. &
Remark 5.1. The width r of the strip of subharmonicity in estimate (5.33) is a great
obstacle in extending the LDT to operators given by more general functions vðxÞ:
Indeed, notice that in order to get a decay in (5.33) we should have e1 ¼ oðrÞ31r ¼
1
rN
¼ oð 1e1Þ ¼ oðNCÞ; for some big C: On the other hand, when the decay of the
Fourier coefﬁcients of vðxÞ is slower then (1.5), to get the correct error in the
approximation of vðxÞ by vNðxÞ; deg vN has to dominate any power of N: Hence
1
rN
Edeg vNbNC for any C40:
Remark 5.2. Another obstacle, which we believe prevents this approach (by
polynomial approximations) to provide the inductive step in the proof of the LDT
when vðxÞ is in a Sobolev space is the following: the decay of the Fourier coefﬁcients
of a function vðxÞ in a Sobolev space is polynomial. Therefore, we need
trigonometric polynomials vNðxÞ of degree beN to obtain the exponentially small
error in the approximation. Then the width rN of holomorphicity should satisfy
1
rN
beN : If we have the LDT at scale N0 and we want to prove it at scale N1; then we
need to use Corollary (3.1) for uðxÞ ¼ uN0ðxÞ and R ¼ N1: Therefore we should have
N1b 1rN0
beN0 ; hence N1beN0 : The next scale N2 should be then N2beN1 and so on.
To continue the induction, we should prove that at scale N1 we have
mes xAT :
1
N1
logjjMN1ðxÞjj  LN1

4Ne1
 
oN102 5eN1 : ð5:36Þ
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But this is far stronger than an estimate of the form mes½yoeNs1 for some
sAð0; 1Þ—and something which does not even hold in the classical large deviation
theory in probabilities, which our LDT mimics here.
We will prove the initial condition step from the induction on scales, via large
disorder, and using the transversality condition (1.7). Let us ﬁrst consider the
transversality condition more thoroughly.
Lemma 5.2. Assume v is a smooth, 2p-periodic function on R: Then v satisfies the
transversality condition (1.7) if and only if
(mX1 (c40 such that 8xAT : max
1pkpm
j@kvðxÞjXc: ð5:37Þ
The constants m; c in (5.37) depend only on v:
Proof. Clearly (5.37) ) (1.7). The converse is an easy compactness argument:
8xA½0; 2p (mxX1 such that j@mx vðxÞj4cx40
) (rx40 so that if yAðx  rx; x þ rxÞ then j@mx vðyÞjXcx40:
The family fðx  rx; x þ rxÞgxA½0;2p is a covering of ½0; 2p: Consider a ﬁnite subcover
ðx1  r1; x1 þ r1Þ;y; ðxk  rk; xk þ rkÞ:
Put m :¼ maxfmj : 1pjpkg; c :¼ minfcj : 1pjpkg; where mj; cj have obvious
meanings, and (5.37) follows. &
The following lemma is a Łojasiewicz-type inequality (see [L]). A step in its proof is
contained in [E] (see [E, Lemma 3]).
Lemma 5.3. Assume that v is a smooth function on ½0; 2p satisfying the transversality
condition (1.7). Then for every t40
sup
EAR
mes½xA½0; 2p : jvðxÞ  EjotoC  tb; ð5:38Þ
where C; b40 depend only on v:
Proof. First we show that (5.37) implies
mes½xA½0; 2p : j@vðxÞjoeoC  e1=m ð5:39Þ
for some C ¼ CðvÞ40 and for every e40:
From Lemma 5.2, there are mX1 and c40 such that for all xA½0; 2p
max
1pkpm
j@kvðxÞjXc:
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Let
A :¼ max
1pkpmþ1
max
xA½0;2p
j@kvðxÞjoN:
Partition ½0; 2p in B2A
c
many intervals of length o c
2A
each, and let I be such an
interval.
Fix e40: We can clearly assume eoc:
Then either j@vðxÞjXe for all xAI ; so we are done with the interval I ; or there is
x0AI so that j@vðx0Þjoeoc: In this case, for some 2pjpm; j@jvðx0ÞjXc: Let us say
j ¼ m (this is the worst case, anyway), so
j@mvðx0ÞjXc: ð5:40Þ
If xAI ; then
j@mvðxÞ  @mvðx0Þjp sup
yAI
j@mþ1vðyÞj  jx  x0jpA  jI joc
2
ð5:41Þ
ð5:40Þ and ð5:41Þ ) j@mvðxÞjXc
2
8xAI : ð5:42Þ
Let us now analyze @m1v on I : If for some x1AI we have j@m1vðx1Þjoe1=m; then for
every xAI with jx  x1j44c  e1=m; there is yAI so that
j@m1vðxÞ  @m1vðx1Þj ¼ j@mvðyÞj  jx  x1jXc
2
 4
c
 e1=m ¼ 2e1=m:
Therefore there exists an interval I1CI ; jI1jp4
c
 e1=m; so that
if xAI\I1; then j@m1vðxÞjXe1=m: ð5:43Þ
Now let us analyze @m2v on I\I1; which has at most two connected components, J1;
J2: If for some x2AJ1 we have j@m2vðx2Þjoe2=m; then for every xAJ1CI\I1 with
jx  x2j42e1=m; there is yAJ1 so that
j@m2vðxÞ  @m2vðx2Þj ¼ j@m1vðyÞj  jx  x2jXe1=m  2e1=m ¼ 2e2=m:
Therefore we get an interval I2CJ1CI\I1; such that jI2jp2e1=m and
if xAJ1\I2; then j@m2vðxÞjXe2=m: ð5:44Þ
Doing the same for J2; we get I3CJ2CI\I1 such that jI3jp2e1=m and
if xAI\ðI1,I2,I3Þ; then j@m2vðxÞjXe2=m: ð5:45Þ
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We continue this for m  1 steps (when we end up with @v). We obtain 2m  1
intervals, each of length te1=m so that outside these intervals
j@vðxÞjXem1m Xe:
Therefore,
mes½xAI : j@vðxÞjoeoC1  e1=m; ð5:46Þ
where C1 is a constant which depends on m and c: But then
mes½xA½0; 2p : j@vðxÞjoeo2A
c
 C1  e1=moC  e1=m
so (5.39) is proved. We are now ready to prove (5.38).
For EAR arbitrarily ﬁxed, we have
½x : jvðxÞ  EjotC½x : j@vðxÞjot1=4
,½x : j@vðxÞjXt1=4 and jvðxÞ  Ejot ¼: E1,E2:
Using (5.39) with e ¼ t1=4 we get
mes½E1oCt
1
4m:
Now we estimate the measure of E2: Let
A :¼ max
xA½0;2p
j@2vðxÞj:
Partition ½0; 2p inBt1=4 many intervals of lengtho 1
2A
t1=4 each and let I be such an
interval. If I-E2 ¼ |; then we are done with the interval I : Otherwise, let x1AI-E2;
so j@vðx1ÞjXt1=4: If xAI ; then
j@vðxÞ  @vðx1Þjp sup
yAI
j@2vðyÞj  jx  x1jpA  jI jo1
2
t1=4:
Therefore, if xAI ; then j@vðxÞj41
2
t1=4:
Now let xAI with jx  x1j44t3=4: For some yAI we have
jðvðxÞ  EÞ  ðvðx1Þ  EÞj ¼ jvðxÞ  vðx1Þj ¼ j@vðyÞj  jx  x1jX1
2
t1=4  4t3=4 ¼ 2t:
But x1AE2; so jvðx1Þ  Ejot:
Therefore, if xAI with jx  x1j44t3=4; then jvðxÞ  Ej4t; so xeE2:
It follows that mes½I-E2p4t3=4; so mes½E2tt1=4  t3=4 ¼ t1=2 and the inequality
(5.38) is proved. &
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Lemma 5.4 (The initial condition step). Assume that v is smooth and that v satisfies
the transversality condition (1.7). Then there are positive constants l1; B which depend
on v and s so that for all N and for all l subject to: jljXmaxfl1; NBg we have
sup
E
mes xAT :
1
N
logjjMNðx; l; EÞjj  LNðl; EÞ

4 120 SðlÞ
 
oNA2D; ð5:47Þ
where A and D are the constants defined in Lemma 5.1 (they depend on s).
Furthermore, for these l; N and for all E we have
LNðl; EÞX1
2
SðlÞ; ð5:48Þ
LNðl; EÞ  L2Nðl; EÞp 1
80
SðlÞ: ð5:49Þ
Proof. This statement is the analogue of Lemma 2.10 in [BGS]. The model
considered in [BGS] is the skew-shift, and the potential v is assumed real analytic.
The only fact about the analyticity of v used in the proof of Lemma 2.10 in [BGS] is
the Łojasiewicz inequality (5.3). We have proved this inequality assuming (only) the
transversality condition on v (see Lemma 5.3). Therefore, the proof of our result,
Lemma 5.4 is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.10 in the
aforementioned paper. We skip this argument here, but refer the reader to [BGS].
It should be noted that in [BGS] the measure of the set in (5.47) is shown to be
oN50: Here we want it to beoNA2D: Of course, this won’t make any difference in
the proof, we just have to choose the power B even larger, depending on A and
D: &
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section—the LDT and the
positivity of the Lyapunov exponent (statement (P) in Theorem 1.1).
Theorem 5.1. Consider the Schro¨dinger operator (1.1):
Ho;lðxÞ :¼ Dþ lvðx þ noÞdn;n0 ;
where the potential vAGsðTÞ; s41; and v satisfies the transversality condition (1.7).
Assume that the frequency oADCk for some k40:
There exists l0 ¼ l0ðv; kÞ so that for every fixed l with jljXl0 and for every energy
E; we have
mes xAT :
1
N
logjjMNðx; l; EÞjj  LNðl; EÞ

4Nt
 
oeNs ð5:50Þ
for some absolute constants t; s40; and for all NXN0ðl; k; v; sÞ:
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Furthermore, for every such o; l and for all energies EAR we have
Lo;lðEÞX1
4
logjlj40: ð5:51Þ
Proof. We show that there exists l0 ¼ l0ðk; v; sÞ such that if l is ﬁxed, jljXl0 and if
NXN0ðl; k; v; sÞ then for some absolute constant c40 we have
mes xAT :
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  LN

4SN1=10
 
oecN1=10 : ð5:52Þ
Clearly (5.52) ) (5.50).
Take N0 large enough, N0XN00ðs; kÞ; so that Corollary 3.1 applies at this scale
and so that different powers and exponentials of N0 behave as they are suppose to do
asymptotically, e.g NA
2
0 5e
9
40
N0 ; ð2N0ÞB5ecN0 ; NA2D0 5ecN
1=10
0 ; etc., where A; B; c; D
are the constants introduced earlier in this section (they depend only on s).
N0 will be the scale at which we use the initial step—Lemma 5.1. This lemma gives
l1; B 40 such that for every l with jljXmaxfl1; NB0 g and for N with NA0pNpNA
2
0 ;
(5.8), (5.10), (5.11) hold at scale N0: We also need (5.9), so just choose l with
jljXmaxfl1; ð2N0ÞBg:
In order to apply Lemma 5.1 to move to a larger scale, we also have to satisfy the
condition (5.6): jljpecN0 :
Therefore, in order to use both the initial step and the inductive step at small scale
N0 and with disorder l; the numbers N0; l have to satisfy
ð2N0ÞBpjljpecN0 ; ð5:53Þ
N0XN00; ð5:54Þ
jljXl1: ð5:55Þ
But we want to prove the LDT for every disorder l large enough, jljXl0 (not just for
l in a bounded interval).
The trick is to choose ﬁrst l large enough, and then to pick N0 ¼ N0ðlÞXN00 such
that (5.53) holds. This is possible because: there is l240 such that for all l with
jljXl2; there exists N0 ¼ N0ðlÞXN00 so that (5.53) holds.
Indeed, (5.53)31
c
logjljpN0p12jlj1=B
We can ﬁnd l2 large enough, l2 ¼ l2ðk; v; sÞ; so that if jljXl2; then
1
c
logjljXN00 and 1
c
logjlj51
2
jlj1=B:
It follows that for every such l we can pick N0 ¼ N0ðlÞ so that 1c logjljpN0p12jlj1=B;
thus (5.53), (5.54), (5.55) hold.
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Now we can start the proof of (5.52). Let l0 :¼ maxfl1; l2g: Fix l with jljXl0:
To start off the induction, choose the initial scale N0 so that
1
c
logjljpN0p12 jlj1=B:
Therefore (5.53)–(5.55) hold, and we can apply Lemmas 5.4 and 5.1 with small scale
N0 and disorder l:
If the large scale N is such that
NA0pNpNA
2
0 ðpe
9
40
N0Þ
from Lemma 5.4 we get
mes xAT :
1
N0
logjjMN0ðxÞjj  LN0

4 120 S
 
oNA2D0 pND;
mes xAT :
1
2N0
logjjM2N0ðxÞjj  L2N0

4 120 S
 
oND;
LN0 ; L2N0X
1
2
S;
LN0  L2N0p
1
80
S:
Thus, (5.8)–(5.11) hold at scale N0 with g ¼ g0 ¼ 12: Lemma 5.1 implies that for the
large scale N in the range ½NA0 ; NA
2
0  we have
LNXg0S  2ðLN0  L2N0Þ  C0SN0N1; ð5:56Þ
LN  L2NpC0SN0N1; ð5:57Þ
mes xAT :
1
N
logjjMNðxÞjj  LN

4SN1=10
 
oecN1=10 ; ð5:58Þ
where c; C040 are absolute constants.
From (5.58) we get (5.52) for the scale N at least in the range ½NA0 ; NA
2
0 :
If N1 is anywhere in this range, say N1 ¼ NA0 ; then (5.57) implies
LN1  L2N1pC0SN0N1pC0NAþ10 S o
1
4
 1
40
 S
 
and combining this with (5.56),
LN1Xg0S  3C0NAþ10 S ¼ ðg0  3C0NAþ10 Þ  S ¼: g1  S;
where g1 :¼ g0  3C0NAþ10 412 3  14  140414:
Therefore we get
LN1Xg1S; ð5:59Þ
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LN1  L2N1p
1
4
 1
40
 Spg1
40
 S: ð5:60Þ
Also 2N1 ¼ 2NA0 is in the range ½NA0 ; NA
2
0  so we get (5.59) at scale 2N1:
L2N1Xg1S: ð5:61Þ
If N2 is the next large scale, so that N
A
1pN2pNA
2
1 ; then since
ecN
1=10
1 oNA2D1 pND2 ; (5.58) implies
mes xAT :
1
N1
logjjMN1ðxÞjj  LN1

4 120 S
 
oND2 ;
mes xAT :
1
2N1
logjjM2N1ðxÞjj  L2N1

4 120 S
 
oND2 :
We can apply Lemma 5.1 again, with N1 as the small scale, and N2 as the large one,
where N2A½NA1 ; NA
2
1 : From (5.14) we get (5.52) at least in the range ½NA1 ; NA
2
1  ¼
½NA20 ; NA
3
0 ; while from (5.13), (5.12) we get
LN2  L2N2pC0SN1N12 pC0NAþ11 S o
1
4
 1
40
 S
 
;
LN2Xg1S  2ðLN1  L2N1Þ  C0SN1N12 Xðg1  3C0NAþ11 Þ  S ¼: g2  S;
where g2 :¼ g1  3C0NAþ11 ¼ 12 3C0NAþ10  3C0NAðAþ1Þ0 414:
Hence LN2Xg2  S and LN2  L2N2pg240  S:
Continuing this inductively, we get (5.52) at every scale NXNA0 : Also, at step k; if
NA½NAk ; NA
2
k ; then LNXgk  S414  S so
L ¼ inf
N
LNX
1
4
 S
and (5.51) is proved. &
6. Proof of the main results. Final remarks
We are now ready to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We will show—both in the
perturbative and the nonperturbative case—that the Lyapunov exponent and the
IDS are continuous functions with a certain modulus of continuity (which is
the statement (C) in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2) and that operators (1.1) and (1.10) satisfy
Anderson localization (which is the statement (AL) in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2).
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In Theorem 1.1 we consider the Schro¨dinger operator (1.1):
Ho;lðxÞ :¼ Dþ lvðx þ noÞdn;n0 ;
where the function vAGsðTÞ; s41 and it satisﬁes the transversality condition (1.7),
and the frequency oADCk; for some k40:
Based on Theorem 5.1, there is l0 ¼ l0ðv; kÞ40 so that if we ﬁx l with jlj4l0 (and
we suppress it from notations), the following is true for HoðxÞ ¼ Ho;lðxÞ:
(i.1) The Lyapunov exponent satisﬁes
LoðEÞ41
4
logjlj ¼: c040
for all oADCk and for all energies EAR:
(ii.1) For every energy E we have estimate (5.50)
mes xAT :
1
N
logjjMNðx; EÞjj  LNðEÞ

4Nt
 
oeNs
for some universal positive constants t; s and for NXN0;0ðk; vÞ:
In Theorem 1.2 we consider the Schro¨dinger operator (1.10)
HoðxÞ :¼ Dþ vðx þ noÞdn;n0 ;
where the function vAGsðTÞ; sAð1; 2Þ; and the frequency oADCk for some k40:
(i.2) We assume that the Lyapunov exponent of HoðxÞ satisﬁes
LoðEÞ4c040
for a.e. oADCk and for all energies E in some compact interval I (when we prove the
statement (C)) or for all energies EAR (when we prove the statement (AL)).
(ii.2) From Theorem 4.1 we get estimate (4.1)
mes xAT :
1
N
logjjMNðx; EÞjj  LNðEÞ

4Nt
 
oeNs
for all energies E; for some positive constants t; s which depend only on s; and for all
NXN0;0ðk; vÞ (remember that s; t-0 as s-2).
Therefore, we either prove (for Theorem 1.1) or we assume (for Theorem 1.2) that
the Lyapunov exponent is bounded away from 0: Also, in both cases we have a LDT
for the transfer matrices associated to (1.1) and (1.10), respectively.
Proof of the statement (C). Let N0 be any sufﬁciently large integer, N0XN0;0ðk; v; sÞ
(so that the LDT holds at this scale, LN0ðEÞ  LðEÞoc040; Nt0 oc010; etc.).
Then from the LDT we have
mes xAT :
1
N0
logjjMN0ðx; EÞjj  LN0ðEÞ

4Nt0
 
oeNs0 ð6:1Þ
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so for x outside a set of measure oeNs0 ;
1
N0
logjjMN0ðx; EÞjj4LN0ðEÞ  Nt0 4
9c0
10
:
Choose 0oZosðo1Þ and consider the large scale NEeð3SN0ÞZ ; so N0E 13Sðlog NÞ1=Z:
From (6.1) we get
mes xAT :
1
N0
logjjMN0ðx; EÞjj  LN0ðEÞ

4c010
 
oeNs0oN3: ð6:2Þ
We may clearly assume that (6.2) holds for N0 replaced by 2N0: Also notice that
LN0ðEÞ  L2N0ðEÞoLN0ðEÞ  LðEÞo
c0
40
:
Therefore, arguing exactly as in the ﬁrst part of the proof of Lemma 5.1—using the
avalanche principle at small scale N0 and large scale N—we get, after integrating in
x; (see also (5.24), (5.25)):
jLNðEÞ þ LN0ðEÞ  2L2N0ðEÞjoCSN0N1; ð6:3Þ
jL2NðEÞ þ LN0ðEÞ  2L2N0ðEÞjoCSN0N1: ð6:4Þ
Hence
jLNðEÞ  L2NðEÞjoCSN0N1oCðlog NÞ1=ZN1: ð6:5Þ
Notice that (6.3)–(6.5) hold for every N0 large enough and for every N such that
NEeð3SN0Þ
Z
(or N0E 13Sðlog NÞ1=Z). Therefore, summing over dyadic N’s in (6.5) we
get
jLNðEÞ  LðEÞjoCðlog NÞ1=ZN1ECN0N1: ð6:6Þ
Substituting (6.6) in (6.3) we get for every energy E:
jLðEÞ þ LN0ðEÞ  2L2N0ðEÞjoCN0N1: ð6:7Þ
Using Trotter’s formula, we have
MN0ðx; EÞ  MN0ðx; E0Þ
¼
XN0
j¼1
AðTN0x; EÞy½AðTjx; EÞ  AðTjx; E0ÞyAðTx; E0Þ:
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But
AðTjx; EÞ  AðTjx; E0Þ ¼ E
0  E 0
0 0
 
;
jjAðTjx; EÞjjpeS for all EAI
so
jjMN0ðx; EÞ  MN0ðx; E0ÞjjpeSN0 jE  E0j:
Therefore, since jjMN0ðx; EÞjjX1 and jjMN0ðx; E0ÞjjX1; we have
jlogjjMN0ðx; EÞjj  logjjMN0ðx; EÞjj j
pjjMN0ðx; EÞ  MN0ðx; E0ÞjjpeSN0 jE  E0j:
Integrating in x we obtain
jLN0ðEÞ  LN0ðE0ÞjpeSN0 jE  E0j: ð6:8Þ
Similarly for 2N0 we get
jL2N0ðEÞ  L2N0ðE0Þjpe2SN0 jE  E0j: ð6:9Þ
Then from (6.7)–(6.9) we conclude
jLðEÞ  LðE0ÞjpCN0N1 þ 2e2SN0 jE  E 0j: ð6:10Þ
Set jE  E0j ¼ e3SN0 ; so 2e2SN0 jE  E0j ¼ 2eSN0oN0N1:
We proved that for any E; E0 so that jE  E 0j ¼ e3SN0 (where N0 is any
sufﬁciently large integer),
jLðEÞ  LðE0ÞjpCN0N1oCe
c log 1jEE0 j
 Z
;
where C ¼ CðI ; k; v; sÞ; and c is an absolute positive constant.
This concludes the proof of the continuity of the Lyapunov exponent. The
corresponding result for the IDS is obtained by standard methods, using Thouless
formula and some elementary properties of the Hilbert transform (see Section 10 in
[GS] for more details). &
Remark 6.1. The modulus of continuity of the Lyapunov exponent and of the IDS in
Theorem 5.1 can be improved to
heðtÞ ¼ Ceecjlog tj
1e ð6:11Þ
for every e40; where Ce ¼ Cðe; l; k; v; sÞ; and c40 is an absolute constant.
We sketch the proof of this fact.
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First notice that in order to get this stronger modulus of continuity, we only need
to prove a sharper version of our LDT, namely the following:
mes xAT :
1
N
logjjMNðx; EÞjj  LNðEÞ

4Nt
 
oeNs ð6:12Þ
for any 0oso1; for some t40 and for all NXN0ðs; t; l; k; v; sÞ:
This sharper LDT cannot be proved using our result, Theorem 3.1, on averages of
shifts of subharmonic functions. This is because in Theorem 3.1, in order to obtain
sharper estimates, one has to consider higher order averages, which does not ﬁt into
the avalanche principle argument used in the proof of the LDT.
However, using Theorem 3.8 in [GS]—where only ﬁrst-order averages are needed
to prove sharp estimates on averages of shifts of subharmonic functions—one gets
the following:
If u ¼ uðxÞ is a function on T; with a bounded (by S) subharmonic extension to a
strip of width r; and if oADCk; then
mes xAT :
1
R
XR1
j¼0
uðx þ joÞ /uS

4Sr Ra
" #
oeRs ð6:13Þ
for any 0oao1; 0oso1 a and RXR0 ¼ R0ðk; a; sÞ:
Using (6.13) in our proof of the LDT, instead of Corollary 3.1, as well as a
modiﬁed (optimized) version of Proposition 5.2, one gets (6.12), and from there the
stronger modulus of continuity (6.11).
It should be noted that the modulus of continuity of the Lyapunov exponent and
of the IDS given by (6.11) is optimal for this method of proof. We don’t get Ho¨lder
continuity, although one could expect this to hold, as in the analytic case (see [GS]).
Proof of the statement (AL). From the LDT (ii.1), (ii.2)—exactly as in [B,BG]—by
using Cramer’s rule, we obtain the following ‘good bounds’ on the Green’s functions
GLðE; xÞ associated to operators (1.1), (1.10).
For every N large enough and for every energy E; there is a set ONðEÞCT with
mes½ONðEÞoeNs so that for any xeONðEÞ; one of the intervals
L ¼ LðxÞ ¼ ½1; N; ½1; N  1; ½2; N; ½2; N  1
will satisfy
jGLðE; xÞðn1; n2ÞjoeLðEÞjn1n2jþN1 : ð6:14Þ
Since vðxÞ ¼PkAZ vˆðkÞeikx and jvˆðkÞjpMerjkj1=s ; substituting in (6.14) vðxÞ by
v1ðxÞ :¼
P
jkjpCNs vˆðkÞeikx; we can assume that the ‘bad set’ ONðEÞ has not only
exponentially small measure, but it also has bounded algebraic complexity (i.e. it is
semialgebraic of degree pNdðsÞ).
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The rest of the proof of the localization for operators (1.1), (1.10) uses
semialgebraic set theory, and follows exactly the same pattern as the proof of the
corresponding result for the analytic case. The reader is referred to [B,BG] (see for
instance chapter X in [B]). &
Remark 6.2. There are some natural problems left unsolved.
One is to extend E. Sorets and T. Spencer result on the positivity of the Lyapunov
exponent (see [S-S]) from analytic functions to functions in a Gevrey class GsðTÞ—at
least for sAð1; 2Þ: One also has to decide whether a transversality condition is needed
here.
A second problem is to prove nonperturbative localization for the operator (1.1)
when vAGsðTÞ; where s41 is arbitrarily large (with or without the transversality
condition)—a result proved for v analytic (see [B,BG]).
A third problem is to improve the modulus of continuity (6.11) of the Lyapunov
exponent and of the IDS to say, Ho¨lder continuity, as in the analytic case.
Finally, of course, the membership to a Gevrey class should not be the ultimate
regularity condition on a function v deﬁning the potential of the operator (1.1). One
should consider more general Carleman-class functions, or even functions in a
Sobolev space, and see if similar localization results can be obtained. In Remarks 5.1
and 5.2, we mentioned the obstacles we had in using our method for these more
general problems.
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